
Check real-timelocation of your 
feet anytime anywhere

Application for drivers to show
them the route to follow

DRIVER APP WITH ROUTE MAP

Vehicle wise route performance report
with option to export the same in xls

Geo-fencing and maintainance
related alerts to supervisors



7Fleet Pro provides you with a dashboard
using which you can see the location of 
all your vehicles on a map. You can also 
check the active/inactive vehicles from
the same dashboard.

Easily track and check status & location
of all your fleet over a map.

Easily figure our which vehicles are 
active and which are inactive.

Create & customize route plan for each
vehicle seperately. 7Fleet Pro provides
very easy drag & drp + checkbox style
route plan creation options. Also you can 
assign the route to other vehicles easily.

Create a custom route plan for each 
vehicle.

Manage & update the route plan easily
from  dashboard.

7Fleer pro suite comes with a driver mobile
app aswell. Using this app drivers can 
easily navigate using the maps which shows 
the right directions towards their destination
along with ETA.

Driver app with route map navigation 
to help drivers navigate.

Improves drivers performance and
decreases un-necessary fuel consumption



The 7Fleet Pro Driver app also has feature
to enable the drivers in entering their 
attandance.The attandance can be checked 
by the suprtvisor or admin from the 
dashboard.

Authentic & easy way to check the in-time &
out-time of all the fleet drivers.

Eases the process of leave calculation & 
payroll calculation.

7Fleet Pro has been designed in a way that 
the supervisors can track, manage & check 
the entire fleet from anywhere. 7Fleet Pro
suite has a supervisor app using which all
the fleet can be tracked & managed.

Easy to use android app to check fleet’s 
location and their route performance.

Helps supervisors to check and track any
vehicle from anywhere leading to more 
control & improved performance.

For supervisors one of the most important
thing is checking the performance of each 
vehicle and their route performance.
Using 7Fleet Pro you can easily check & export
the report of each vehicle.

Easily check the assigned vs comlete halt 
points of each vehicle on assigned route.

Easily export the complete route report in
excel.

Check historical performance of each 
vehicle.



7Fleet Pro comes with detailed reporting
features and all these reports can easily 
be exported to excell too. You can easily 
track perormance of each vehicle, historial 
performance data, routes taken & more.

Detailed reprting features to help 
supervisors improve efficiency & 
performance.

All reports can easily be exported to 
excell for further study.

IMPORTANT INSIGHTS & ANALYTICS
7Fleet Pro collects more than 30 data points
of each vehicle & driver. All these information 
are passed to AI(Machine Learning) models
to show deep insignts and analytice. This
helps in improving the overall performance
of fleet.

AI based insights and analytics to help
you take better decsions.

Interactive dashboard to enable you access
imortant information quickly.

Using 7Fleet Pro geofencing feature setup 
locations/points for your crew to reach & 
complete the assigned task. Using 
geofencing you know when a vehicle 
reached point A and when it left.

Get alerts when a vehicle reached a point
& when leaves.

Get the time the vehicle spent at the 
location.

Detailed reports with time and location 
data.



7Fleet Pro provides you with a set of 
dynamic features. From fleet creation to
setting up routes to assigning drivers to 
fleets you can do all this from your 
dashboard. 

Easily create users, vehicles, teams, 
hierarchies, route plans & more.

The whole system is designed in a way
that a small team can also it and a big 
enterprise fleet can also use it.

You can easily create teams and add 
users to them and assign supervisors. 
This will enable the supervisors to only 
access their teams and not other teams.

Create teams by adding users/fleet and 
assign supervisors to them.

Create roles and assign permissions & 
access to each role

Role based access enables team 
members to only view information which 
is relevent to them.

You can also divide the teams area wise 
and assign them a supervisor.

Just like normal teams make teams based
on people working in same area.



7Fleet Pro comes with high privacy 
features. You can easily create roles
and assign permissions to roles & also 
expiration policy. Once its setup you can 
assign these roles to users.

Create roles with different permissions
for better operation.

Add expiration policy to roles to enable 
fair usage and avoid disabled users access
the system.

7Fleet Pro has a seperate alert dashboard
to help you troubleshoot issues quickly.
You can set alerts based of different logics
and check the same on dashboard. Alerts 
also include health alerts, geofencing alers
Maintainance alerts & more.

Ger geofencing alerts of fleet directly 
on dashboard and app..

Easily track all issues and troubleshoot 
efficiently.
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